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Constructed of ballistic nylon with firm industrial grade foam and rigid ABS plastic interior for added protection
Side loading, extension handle, and wheels (JEL-1810W)
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Easily transport your projector with you everywhere your business takes you. Road warriors appreciate the durability, and ease of use which also include an extension handle that extends and...
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                **Customized at time of order**
The ROI on your investment just went up! Your previously stationary flat screen monitor has now been mobilized. JELCO's RotoLiftâ„¢ provides an innovative,...
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                **CUSTOM COVERS: Built to size: Requires 2 weeks**
Treat your investment with the care that it deserves. Whether your flat screen monitor is mounted on the wall or on a floor stand, utilize JELCO's...
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Constructed of ballistic nylon with firm industrial grade foam and rigid ABS plastic interior for added protection
Side loading, extension handle, and wheels (JEL-1810W)
Front pocket can be...
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                **Built to size: Requires 3 weeks**
When you need to safely transport your sensitive electronic equipment by truck or as a checked bag, choose one of JELCO's NSATA cases.JELCO understands that every...
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                Treat your investment with the care that it deserves. Whether your flat screen monitor is mounted on the wall or on a floor stand, utilize JELCO's padded covers to protect the screen from scratches...
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                **Customized at time of order**
The EL-50SH2S EZ-LIFTÂ® is specifically designed to safely store an transport the Microsoft Surface Hub 2S 50". 
JELCO's EZ-LIFTÂ®, the original hydraulic lift...
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The EL-88STRETCHVTC EZ-LIFTÂ® is specifically designed to safely store an transport the LG 88" Stretch display with Cisco Room Kit. 
JELCO's EZ-LIFTÂ®, the original...
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